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Most people always fail to grasp what being Clergy really means. They think it's some sort of funny trip or that you suddenly are bestowed with power, respect or fame or whatever. This needs to clear out once and for all. For instance, I myself am not afraid to admit I have worked my ass every day, very hard, since I joined and this has been going on for years. It’s not a ride in Disney land. People come talk big things, they are this they are that or they should be this and they should be that. Satan has no time for vain attention whores who think their vanity and personal ambition based on temporary feelings of "I can fuck anybody, I am the highest" and these people are detested by the Gods, as most of the time they do not work at all or simply feel some bioelectricity and think they have done the Magnum Opus.

Over the years I have come across many of these people. Some had good intentions some did not, some wanted a pedestal so they can say all sorts of crap freely, all sorts of reasons. You give leadership to such stupid and selfish people and you lose the war. Some individuals think as well this is a funny trip where you can sit your lap, mind your business and the Gods will handle the rest or your life. As thus they think that the 'Higher position' the more goods you will earn. In fact, you receive far more attacks, sometimes work to burnout and many other things. If you are doing it right. Stupid idiots who think Satan has to go according to them or who want to "Rule" just for themselves or some sort of title are useless to Satan, I guarantee you this. First one has to be a serious individual and not willing to be High Princess Tiara instead of High Priest.

Many people also delude themselves to think that Satanism in a past life, succubi recruit sexual pleasure or that sort of deal. Leave the meaningless competitions and focus on yourselves, your direct people and above all working for Hell. If you work your ass off, Satan notices you and you are rewarded in too many ways. Also, you have the gift of being invincible to the enemy radar and you can cause major damage this way, more than anyone else. And rest reassured the Badges and Honors are bestowed by Satan, not by titles and everything but in protection, advice to advance, see the Truth for yourself and have power over your life, then live a supremely rewarding and meaningful life. You become closer to Satan by doing his Will, fighting his enemies, participating in Group Workings and Rituals against those who want us dead; fighting and evolving. Not by having your name signed somewhere.

Fame will not save your ass neither make you a successful Satanist and Warrior. Power will. Also know this- real dedicated Clergy works the Will of Satan and
aids him in war, gives knowledge so we can advance and they place people above themselves. As such overly selfish individuals who have their own vanity and selves as Gods need to rethink it twice. We are here for help, guidance, support and organization. Not to be sitting like queenly models. Advance, work for Satan and focus on helping our side win the war. Build your strength, your abilities and advance both Satanism and yourself. This is when you will realize that being a Satanist is the most important of all the titles. A Real Satanist. THOSE WHO ARE THE MOST FAITHFUL SOLDIERS AND WARRIORS DO NOT FOCUS ON THESE THINGS BUT RATHER OUR TOTAL AND COLLECTIVE VICTORY. HEIL TO THE SOULS AND HEARTS OF THESE PEOPLE!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

[golden.serpent666] wrote:
Recently I have had impressed upon me the true importance of working for Satan. The more you do for Satan, the more He does for you. It's a two-way street. I no longer care about miniscule trifling nonsense. Satan makes all right. For those out there who are worried about things, just remember Satan is the only one you have to impress. He will make all things right. Let’s work for Him.

When I do nothing for Satan, I feel like something is missing. As soon as I do something for Satan I get hit with his energy and feel like his energy is working in my life to bring me what I want. He will reward you and shower you with gifts. He waits a while and then gives you something incredibly important. For instance, I needed to go to the Dentist for years. suddenly someone offers for me to go to the Dentist out of the blue. They knew nothing of my troubles of needing to. They paid the 500-dollar bill to have fillings replaced and a cavity removed that was about a month away from turning into a root canal. I had no idea and Satan came in and saved my teeth right in the nick of time. All the while playing every song, they communicate to me with over the radio while getting it done.

My teeth are now completely healed. I feel amazing, I have no troubles whatsoever with them now. They said that other then what needed to be fixed I had perfect teeth. I brush with baking soda and other products mind you. Point being it is time to serve Satan with our lives. It is the most rewarding thing.

Ideas are:

Making anti tracts by writing the website on a piece of paper and hiding them in books and other places.
Buy a sharpie and have fun. Bathrooms are the best place as there are no cameras. Write the website somewhere.

Make a Youtube channel and go video to video posting the link in the comments section. Copy paste.

Helping people in these groups gives you top priority in Hell according to Maxine. Those who are under the direct protection from Hell cannot be touched. Only those working extensively get this.

I care not about strewing my name all over the groups for people to go, o my god look it’s Golden serpent! He is the most amazing person in the world! Let’s make him High Priest! Wow I got a title in front of my name, all my dreams have come true!!

People like Hooded Cobra and Micama deserve these titles for the work they have done. It means they look this person is here to help you. But YOU can do the same thing! All of that is going to mean jack shit once the internet falls! So please devote your time to work for Satan!! Go over the groups and help members!! Do the things listed and become top priority for Hell!!

Another thing is going and building a ball of white Golden energy and offering it to the Gods as it is much needed. You can spend an entire day easily on all the things listed. Go to a library hit the bathrooms then the books. Go to other stores. Hop on the groups, help as many as possible. Go make a ball of energy. Then get on Youtube and do online warfare. Post the JOYOFSATAN.COM everywhere!!

This is not a game!! Working for Satan is all that matters! The enemy diverts our attention so easily on nonsense. Let’s attack the christians, become clergy, fight with other brothers and sisters, talk shit about the clergy because you think they are some kind of malignant authority figure over you.... etc. The time has come to pull our head out of our ass!!

Hail Father Satan the most high!!!!
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